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Generation of Digital Orthophotos from IKONOS
Satellite Images

Liang-Chien Chen1; Chiu-Yueh Lo2; and Jiann-Yeou Rau3

Abstract: Due to its high spatial resolution, IKONOS imagery has the highest potential for large-scale topographic mapping
resource satellites currently available. The orthorectification of IKONOS images thus becomes an important task. Since raw im
would, in general, not be provided by the satellite company, we have developed a method that performs the rectification of IKONO
images. The proposed scheme includes the following steps:~1! the correction of relief displacement for ground control points~GCPs!; ~2!
the performing of affine transformation between the ground coordinate system and the image coordinate system;~3! the performing of
back projection for each pixel in the orthoimage;~4! the use of digital terrain model to calculate the relief displacement for the pixe
the previous step; and~5! image resampling. The experimental results indicate that the generated orthoimage may reach an accur
m, when 6 GCPs are used.
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Introduction

The generation of orthophotos from remotely sensed images, s
as aerial photographs, satellite images, and airborne scanning
ages, is an important task for various mapping applications.
employing this type of geometrical rectification, the image can
correctly geocoded. Due to its high spatial resolution, IKONO
imagery has the most potential for large-scale topographic m
ping of the resource satellite images currently available. Urb
planning, for instance, the imagery has been widely used in
traction of necessary feature information~Kuo et al. 2001; Park
and Kim 2001!. Orthorectification for IKONOS images is thus an
important task.

The digital rectification required to generate an orthopho
from an image may be accomplished in two ways. The first is t
anchorpoints method~Mayr and Heipke 1988!. In this method, a
set of ground control points~GCPs! ~i.e., the anchorpoints!, are
collected at locations that can be identified on both the image a
on a corresponding map. Once enough GCP samples have b
collected, the image coordinates are modeled as functions of
map coordinates using the least-squares method to fit low-or
polynomials to the data~Jensen 1986!. For each pixel on the
orthoimage, which has the same coordinate system as the m
the gray value is determined by locating the corresponding ima
position on the raw image followed by resampling. The metho
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may be performed globally or locally. The advantage of th
method is that it is computationally fast~Mayr and Heipke 1988!.
In addition, orientation parameters or digital terrain mode
~DTM! are not required. However, high frequency image disto
tions due to terrain relief can be rigorously compensated for on
when extremely dense GCPs are available.

The anchorpoints method may be extended to situations wh
three-dimensional GCPs are available. Tao et al.~2000! proposed
a rational function model~RFM! to correct IKONOS images. The
RFM uses the ratio of two polynomial functions to compute th
two-dimensional image coordinates from the three-dimension
ground coordinates. It is reported that the RFM can reach a h
accuracy, but a large number of ground control points are need

The second approach is the rigorous solution and is called
pixel-by-pixel approach~Mayr and Heipke 1988!. This approach
considers three-dimensional~3D! ground surface variations. Spe-
cifically, the associated DTM is utilized for orthoimage genera
tion. The correspondence between an image pixel and the con
gate ground element is characterized by the collinearity conditio
according to the imaging geometry. In principle, there are tw
ways to do this. The first, the direct or the top-down metho
starts from the image space and projects each image pixel o
the object surface~Mayr and Heipke 1988!. This method is also
known as the ray-tracing method~O’Neill and Dowman 1988!.
Conversely, it is possible to do the opposite, i.e., by using t
indirect or the bottom-up method~Wiesel 1985; Mayr and Heipke
1988; Chen and Lee 1993!. Starting from the object space, each
ground element is projected onto the image space. The gray va
of a ground element on the orthoimage is then resampled using
projected location and neighboring pixel values on the raw imag

Theoretically, the most rigorous approach for generating
orthoimage from satellite images is to model the orientation p
rameters first, followed by a pixel-by-pixel approach. Howeve
the raw image data from an IKONOS satellite would, in genera
not be provided by the satellite company, so this rigorous soluti
would be impractical. Therefore, we propose a method that p
forms image rectification using the lowest possible processi
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level, i.e., GEO. GEO is also the most popularly used type
image in the IKONOS data family.

A GEO image is one with system correction and is georef
enced with a UTM coordinate system. It is claimed that it has
horizontal accuracy better than 20 m without the use of a
ground control points~IKONOS 2001!. This high precision can
be achieved because both the orbital parameters and the att
data observed by the GPS and the Star Tracker, respectively
highly precise. In addition, the field of view~FOV! of the satellite
is very small, i.e.,,1°. Thus, any residual displacement of the ti
part after system correction may be assumed to be linear.

Proposed Scheme

To consider a pixel-to-pixel approach, we propose here a sche
to perform IKONOS GEO image orthorectification when th
DTMs are available. The proposed scheme includes the follow
steps:~1! the correction of relief displacement for GCPs;~2! the
performing of affine transformation using GCPs;~3! back projec-
tion and compensation for relief displacement; and~4! image re-
sampling.

Correction of Relief Displacement

After tilt correction, a GEO image is almost equivalent to a ve
tical image. Thus, computation for relief displacement may
done by using the satellite’s azimuth and elevation, included
the metadata. Referring to Fig. 1, target A has a height ofH. The
relief displacement for point A isL when the satellite has an
74 / JOURNAL OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003
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elevation angle,EL. The calculation ofL may be done by Eq.~1!.
Given an azimuth,AZ, the two components of the relief displace
ment, DE and DN, may be determined by Eqs.~2a! and ~2b!,
respectively.

L5H/tanEL (1)

DE5L sinAZ (2a)

DN5L cosAZ (2b)

Fig. 1. Relief displacement procedure
Fig. 2. Orthorectification procedure
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Performing Affine Transformation

It has been discussed in the previous section that the remain
tilt displacement of GEO images may be assumed to be line
Thus, an affine transformation may be applied to compensate
displacement due to using GCPs. Thus, the ground coordina
for the GCPs, after corrections for relief displacement, will b
suitable for the affine transformation. Notice that only correctio
for relief displacement is still influenced by residual tilting error
however, it is a sort of second order error and may be ignored

Back Projection and Compensation for Relief
Displacement

The generation of an orthoimage is meant to fill in an appropria
gray value for each pixel of the output image. For point P in Fi

Fig. 3. Test image
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2, for instance, its corresponding heightH may be determined in
a DTM according to its planimetric coordinates. According to t
elevation and azimuth of the satellite, the two components ofDE8
andDN8 may be determined by Eq.~1! and Eqs.~2a!, and~2b!.
Using the coefficients of the affine transformation derived in t
previous section, we may determine the corresponding locat
i.e., P8 for the ground elementP. By including DE andDN we
may determine the location ofP9, which is the location corre-
sponding to the gray value that fills in pointP.

Image Resampling

Referring also to Fig. 2, we need to resample the gray value
point P9. The next step is to fill the resampled value into pixelP
in the output image. This process is done pixel by pixel until t
area of interest is complete.

Fig. 4. DTM used for orthorectification
Fig. 5. RMSEs for check points: ~a! After correction for relief displacement~X component!; ~b! after correction for relief displacement~Y
component!; ~c! without correction for relief displacement~X component!; and ~d! without correction for relief displacement~Y component!
JOURNAL OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003 / 75
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Experimental Results

The experiment included tests of the proposed method for ort
photo generation from two IKONOS GEO panchromatic image
The two test cases targeted two major cities in Taiwan, nam
Tai-Chung and Kao-Hsiung. Ground control points and che
points were measured from 1:1,000 scale topographic map she
The planimetric accuracy of the maps was better than 0.3 m in
one sigma level. The DTMs were acquired from the Topograp
Data Base of Taiwan. The pixel spacing of the DTM was resa
pled from 40 m to 1 m.

Case I Tai-Chung

The image was sampled on 9 October, 2000 with a 59.707
elevation angle and a 142.6061° azimuth angle. Thus, the p

Fig. 6. Generated orthophoto and check points

Fig. 7. Error vectors for generated orthophoto
76 / JOURNAL OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003
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resolution was 1.1 m. The image covers the city of Tai-Chung in
central Taiwan, an area of 11 km by 11 km, and is shown in Fig.
3. A total of 49 ground points, including GCPs and check points,
were measured. Fig. 4 illustrates the terrain variations. The eleva
tion ranges from 30 to 160 m.

Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! depict the RMSEs for check points where
different numbers of GCPs are used. It is observed that the use o
six GCPs may produce a result with a 2 maccuracy in each axis.
Notice that the pixel resolution is 1.1 m in this case. Thus, the
accuracy was better than 2 pixels in the image space where

Fig. 8. Test image

Fig. 9. DTM used for orthorectification



Fig. 10. RMSEs for check points: ~a! after correction for relief displacement~X component!; ~b! after correction for relief displacement~Y
component!; ~c! without correction for relief displacement~X component!; and ~d! without correction for relief displacement~Y component!
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GCPs were used. As a comparison, Figs. 5~c! and 5~d! depict the
check point RMSEs with respect to different numbers of GC
when relief displacements are not compensated for.

The orthoimage generated using six GCPs is shown in Fig
The 43 boxes represent the locations of the check points.
error vectors are illustrated in Fig. 7. The RMSEs of the che
points are 1.6 m and 2.1 m forE and N, respectively. It is ob-
served that the RMSEs are close to those of the check points
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 11. Generated orthophoto and check points
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Case II Kao-Hsiung

The image was sampled on 10 August, 2000 and had a 60.627
elevation angle and a 206.6616° azimuth angle. The pixel reso
tion was thus 1.1 m. The image covers the city of Kao-Hsiung
south Taiwan, an area of 11 km by 9 km, as shown in Fig. 8.
total of 55 ground points, including GCPs and check points, we
measured. Due to the limitation of acquiring ground coordinat
in a mountainous area, the 55 points are distributed in an a
with an elevation ranging from 1 m to 11 m.Fig. 9 illustrates the
terrain variation. The elevation ranges from 10 to 390 m.

Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! depict the RMSEs of check points when
different numbers of GCPs are used. It is observed that for s
GCPs a result with a 2 maccuracy in each axis may be reached
Notice that the pixel resolution is 1.1 m in this case. The accura
is thus better than 2 pixels in the image space where 6 GCPs w

Fig. 12. Error vectors for generated orthophoto
JOURNAL OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003 / 77
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used. As a comparison, Figs. 10~c! and 10~d! depict the RMSEs
of check points with respect to different numbers of GCPs wh
relief displacements are not compensated for.

The orthoimage generated using six GCPs is shown in Fig.
The 49 boxes represent the locations of the check points. T
error vectors are illustrated in Fig. 12. The RMSEs of the che
points are 1.5 and 1.9 m forE andN, respectively. It is observed
that the RMSEs are close to those, of the check points, and
shown in Fig. 10.

Concluding Remarks

A method for generating orthophotos from IKONOS GEO imag
is given. An accuracy of 2 m may be reached by using the p
posed method. This demonstrates a combination of:~1! the cor-
rection for relief displacement and~2! that fine tuning for tilt
displacement by affine transformation might be appropriate. T
proposed method is straight forward. Thus, it would be easy
implement for general applications. The pursuit of research
forts for generating true orthophotos by considering building o
clusions is suggested.
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Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
AZ 5 satellite azimuth angle;
EL 5 satellite elevation angle;
H 5 target height;
L 5 relief displacement;

DE 5 east components of relief displacement; and
DN 5 north components of relief displacement.
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